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ENGINEERING INVESTIGATION OF THE

NINE M I LE PO I NT UNIT 1

FEEDWATER SYSTEM TRANS I ENT OF DECEMBER 1 9 j 1 987

1.0 PURPOSE

To investigate the effects of the transient phenomenon which caused the

high pressure feedwater system (system 429) to vibrate excessively and

the plant personnel'to subsequently manually scram the plant on Saturday,
December 19, 1987. Also, to determine the causes of this transient and

recommend actions to prevent the recurrence of this type of event.

2.0 SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION

To accomplish the above purpose, Nuclear Engineering conducted three (3)

types of piping analyses: a static analysis, a dynamic analysis, and a

fatigue analysis. These are described below.

2.1 Static Load/Dis lacement — Impose a static displacement at damaged

snubber support 29-HS11 equivalent to the estimated motion of the

piping system during this transient. This analysis should give an

estimation of the level of stress the system may have experienced

and indicate the higher stress locations in the system.

.2 ~- ~ i d

the part of the feedwater piping system which may have been

affected by this transient. This analysis will indicate the most

dynam1cally sens1tive modes of vibrat1on for the system. Perform

t1me-history dynamic analysis of'he appropriate part of this
piping system in an effort to analytically simulate the observed

motions of the piping system.
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2.3 Fati ue Consideration - Transients similar to this one have

occurred at least twice previously. High stress points in the

feedwater system piping are checked for fatigue usage per the

ASME, Appendix I approach, including this event, two previous

events, and an estimate for thermal cycling fatigue.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

3. ~ — St d \ ly by

NMPC Engineering on the feedwater system ¹29 using- SUPERPIPE, a

computer program obtained by NMPC from Impell Corporation. The

program has been Q/A'd and benchmarked by Impell Corporation. The

piping models had been formulated by Impell Corporation under.a

separate contract. The piping models for two parts of system ¹29

were joined into one model, since anchor support 29-Al was

examined after this transient and considered not to be an

effective rotational restraint.

3.2 Static Anal sis — Snubber 29-HS-ll was bent and/or buckled due. to
this hydraulic transient (reference piping iso., Figure 1).
Initial walk-downs indicated that the maximum movement at this
location could have been as much as 1". This estimate was based

on the fact that the nearby branch lines in floor penetrations did
not show local crushing of insulation where the remaining

clearance between the floor penetration and the insulation was„

about 1". A static deflection of 1" was applied to the piping
model at this snubber location in a southerly direction (direction
of buckled snubber). The resulting pipe stresses were below

. appropriate ASME code allowables when combined with deadweight, and

thermal stresses. Pipe support 29-HS-6, however, would be

overloaded due to this magnitude of motion. Snubber 29-HS-6 and

its support were subsequently inspected and no damage or excessive

deformations were observed. Snubber HS-6 was also operability
checked by testing and was acceptable.

3.3 D namic Anal sis: A reduced piping model was used to obtain
natural frequencies and mode shapes in the vicinity of the control
valves and shaft-driven feed pump. This reduction was necessary
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to expedite the run-time and reduce the number of frequencies and

mode shapes in unrelated portions of this very large piping system.

Natural, frequencies were itemized which would give the largest
deflections at or near the control valves (see Table 1). The

north-south and vertical mode shapes appeared to result in large
deflections, and the corresponding. natural frequencies were 3 hz

(north-south) and 1.5 hz (vertical).

Sinusoidal varying time-history loads were applied at appropriate
locations near the control valves (FCVIDllA E 8) (i.e'., elbows and

tees). The frequency of these sinusoids was either 1.5 hz or 3.0

hz (or a combination of the two). These frequencies correspond

with the first two significant modes of vibration in the control
valve area of the piping system. A series of six dynamic analyses

was conducted using only the horizontal forcing function
(sinusoidal forcing frequency of 3 hz) and a combination of
horizontal and vertical forcing functions applied at different
locations near or at the feedwater control valves (see Tables 2A,

28, and 2C for a summary of the defined loads for these

analyses). The vertical frequency of 1.5 hz was used since it
agrees with the hydraulic transient scenario; that is, the initial
break of the FCVIDllA stem resulted in the loose disk/plug causing

a valve closure which sent a shock wave through the system. This

initial shock wave started the piping system vibrating in the

vertical mode (as well as horizontal), which in turn would cause

the loose valve disklplug to open and close the valve at the

frequency of the piping system. Refer to the report by MPR

Associates which describes this hydraulic transient scenario in
more detail (Appendix [ I).

The forcing ampl i tudes were chosen based on two criteria:

1. To give a worst case deflection at the control valves, since

the operator observed substantial motions at the valves; and

2. To agree with the hydraulic scenario proposed by MPR

Associates.
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. Sensitivity studies were also conducted on input parameters

including: time history duration, direct integration versus mode

combination methods of analysis, and the integration time step.

The length of the time history was selected such that the maximum

deflection was achieved for 3L damping and the number of forcing
cycles (depending on forcing frequency, 1.5 hz or 3.0 hz) ~ The

direct integration method of dynamic analysis was chosen since it
was a more time efficient method on the computer. A final dynamic

analysis was performed using modal superposition to confirm that
the« direct integration method was accurate. This fact was

confirmed (refer to NHPC Calc S12-29-TP05). The integration time

step of .0025 sec. was selected based on the criteria of 1/10 of
the highest frequency of concern which is 40 hz, or, in other
words, 1/400 .0025 sec. A computer analysis was also performed

at .0010 sec. to check for adequate accuracy. The time step of
.0025 was determined to be'dequate.

The range of dynamic computer analyses performed account for
physical observations and the proposed hydraulic transient
scenario. All calculated stresses were below appropriate ASHE

88PY Code allowables for piping under Section III.

3.4 Fati ue Anal sis - A fatigue analysis was also conducted on the

piping reducers'ad]acent to the feedwater control valves to assure

adequate margin of safety for continued operation. The pipe
reducers were the highest stress point in the dynamic piping
model. This analysis assumed that the number of cycles of maximum

stress was 900. Two previous transients were assumed of equal

duration and an additional 900 cycles were included to account for
thermal cycling (start-up/shut-down, etc.). Thus, a total of 3600

cycles were used in this analysis. See NMPC Calculation
S12-29-TPOS for the complete details. Also see Figure 2 and

Tables 3A and 3B for the results of this analysis. The maximum

fatigue usage factor was .026, which gives substantial margin of tsafety.

(0572M)
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS 5 RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Conclusions
0

l. Observed damage at piping supports can be explained by the

proposed hydraulic scenario and the dynamic piping analyses.

2. The N1ne Mile Point Un1t ¹1 Feedwater System was not

overstressed (beyond ASHE BKPV Code, Section III) due to the

hydraulic transient which occurred on December 19, 1987.

3. The highest stressed portion of piping in this system was in

the reducers ad)acent to the control valves and the maximum

fatigue usage factor is much smaller than unity.

4. Based on these analyses, the feedwater system ¹29 piping
integrity has not been compromised by this trans1ent event and

is safe for plant start-up and continued operation.

4.2 Recommendations

l. The piping system, control valves FCVIDllAKB, and the

shaft-driven feedwater pump should be observed during plant
start-up to determine if there are any noticeable vibrations
which may be flow-induced, particularly at'ow-flow.

2. This part of the feedwater system should also be instrumented

so as to monitor vibration and to record any future transients.

3. This system should be reviewed and analyzed more carefully
with particular concerns for:

a. hydraulic adequacy of the shaft-driven pump (under

low-flow conditions),

b. hydraulic adequacy of control valves FCVIQllAKB, and

c. p1ping support. layout (i.e., pipe reducers are at the

maximum stress location in the system).

(0572N)
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I. SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - CAUSE AND EFFECT

On December 19, 1987, while the plant was operating at full power, the
feedwater piping at Nine Mile Point I experienced a severe vibration
incident. During the incident, the piping near the main feedwater flow
control valves was observed to be moving with an amplitude of several
inches. In addition, the main feedwater turbine driven pump experienced
significant vibration and appeared to be surging. As 'a result of the
vibration, the plant was shut down and the feedwater piping was
inspected. A failure at the attachment point where the valve plug stem
attaches to the valve plug was discovered in one of the two feedwater
flow control valves. This failure allows the plug to move freely inside
the valve as a result of fluid forces on the plug. In addition, damage
was observed at some snubbers in the piping system near the valves and
some damage was observed to the impeller of the turbine driven feedwater
pump, including apparent cavitation damage and a broken piece missing
from one of the vanes of the impeller.

A similar incident, although less severe, had occurred in 1978 at Nine
Mile Point Unit l. During this previous incident, one of the valve
plugs separated from the valve stem while the plant was operating at
full power after the locking pin on the threaded connection failed in
shear and the plug became un-screwed from the stem. Under these
conditions, the plug has considerably less room to move in the valve
because the thread engagement length is about half the valve stroke.
After the failed valve was repaired and the plant was restarted, the
second valve experienced a plug failure in which the stem failed in a
manner similar to the current failure. Although the plant was only
operating at about 200 megawatts at the time, the vibration which
occurred in the feedwater line caused the plant to be shut down.

As a result of the December 19, 1987 incident, several analyses were
done in an attempt to explain the cause of the severe vibration incident
and assess its effect on the integrity of the piping. Based on these
analyses as well as interviews with plant personnel and experience, the
sequence of events leading to the feedwater piping vibration transient
was established as discussed below.

The Main feedwater control valve stem and plug configuration is
subject to flow-induced vibration. Figure I is a picture of a
Valve which is similar to the one used in the Nine Mile I plant. A
finite element model of the valve plug and stem was developed and
the modes of vibration and associated stresses for the beam modes

-2-



were determined using the model shown in Figure 2. The part of the
stem where the stem passes through the packing was assumed as
built-in for these analyses. The natural frequency of the first
beam mode of the plug-stem is calculated to be about 25 Hertz when
the valve is full open and this frequency drops as the valve closes
and the length of the stem from the'lug to the packing gets
longer. The first beam mode is shown in Figure 3. The plug is
subjected to flow velocities of about 40 feet per second when the
valve is operating at a position equivalent to full power. We
consider that under these conditions, flow-induced vibr ation of the
plug in the first beam mode of vibration is likely.
Long term vibration of the plug inside the cage caused both the
plug and cage to wear, thus increasing the clearance between the
plug and the cage. FIgure 4 shows the stresses in the plug and the
stem which were calculated for the first mode of vibration when the
plug to cage radial clearance is about 6 mils, the approximate
clearance when the plug was first installed. Figure 5 shows the
calculated stresses when the radial clearance reaches 20 mils.
When the effects. of stress concentration are included, the stresses
calculated for the first mode of vibration with a plug to cage
clearance of about 20 mils are of sufficient magnitude to cause the
stem to fail from fatigue at the point where the stem connects to
the plug. The failure point and the presence of significant rubs
on both the plug and the cage of the failed valve are consistent
with these calculations. The fracture surface of the failed stem
indicates the propagation of the crack was due to Aigh cycle
fatigue and this p'ropagation occurred almost all the way to
failure. There was no indication that the final failure was caused
by a sudden overload, which indicates that the plug did not fail .

due to some other event after it had been cracked by the fatigue
mechanism discussed above.

, Figure 6 shows a plot of the calculated force on a separated valve
plug as a function of the position of the plug in the valve. The
upper disk of the plug is slightly larger than the lower disk and,
when the valve is closed, a net upward force will act on the plug
as a result of the pressure difference across the valve. Under
full power operating conditions with a valve with a broken stem in
which the plug is in the closed position in parallel with a second
valve which is open, the net upward force on the separated plugwill be about 380 pounds tending to open the valve. As the valve
opens, the pressure drop across the valve decreases and the force
on the plug tending to open the valve decreases, until the fluid
forces become less than the weight of the plug and the net force on
the plug will tend to close the valve. Part of the fluid force is



due to some dynamic pressure reduction caused by high velocities
near the seat which tends to reduce the force below each disk and
therefore acts to increase the closing force on the valve any time
the valve is open. Figures 7 and 8 describe the effect of these
forces on the valve plug.

When the stem fails with the valve in the open position, the plug
becomes free to move. Hydraulic forces and gravity acting on the
plug will drive the plug into the seat, closing the valve suddenly.
The resulting 'effect on the flow through the valve will set up a
pressure difference across the valve which will propagate through
the piping system with a compression wave upstream of the valve and
a decompression wave downstream of the valve. A direct force will
be applied to the valve as a result of this pressure difference.
Forces will also be applied at each elbow in the piping system as
the pressure waves reach those elbows. -.The increased pressure
difference across the failed valve will act to reopen the valve by
forcing the plug into the open position as was described above.
Consequently, the cycle will be set to repeat

itself..'ecause

the plug will tend to open the valve when it is closed and
will tend to close the valve when it is open, an equilibrium
position with the plug floating on the hydraulic forces would
probably be difficult to achieve. In particular, for any force
applied to the plug by the fluid, an equal but opposite force is
applied to the valve body. Since the piping system is not well
restrained vertically near the feedwater control valves, the
reaction force on the valve will add to the vertical motion of the
pipe near the valve and accentuate the effect of the pressure
pulsations in moving the pipe, thus affecting the relative position
of the plug in the valve. The most likely effect is that the plug
motion tunes itself to the natural frequency of the pipe and that
fluid forces caused by the relative motion of the plug and the
valve will act to reinforce that motion.

Several hydraulic analyses were done to determine the magnitude of
the pressure pulses induced in the piping by a sudden closure of
the valve. The hydraulic model, which is shown in Figure 9,
includes the feedwater line from the feedwater pumps to the fifth
stage feedwater heaters. The pressure drop across the pumps was
modeled by incorporating the head flow curves of the pumps into the
model. A full power steady state analysis was obtained and good
comparison to operating data was demonstrated.

Two separate valve closure transients were run using the full power
steady state conditions as initial conditions and assuming two



different valve closing times to determine the effect of closing
time on the pressure pulses generated. Figure 10 shows the-
calculated pressures upstream and downstream of the valve when the
valve is closed in five milliseconds. The transient behavior of
the transverse force which this transient imposes on the tee just
upstream of the valves is shown in Figure ll. Figures 12 and 13
provide similar results for the case where the valve closes in
eighty milliseconds. Although an eighty millisecond closure time
reduces the pressure pulses and associated loads on the piping
system when compared to a five millisecond closure .time, both cases
produce significant loads on the piping system and the closure time
is not considered to be critical in explaining the possible
generation of pressure pulses caused by the opening and closing of
a bi-stable valve.

To investigate the second half of the bi-stable valve operation
cycle where the valve opens, a transient was run starting with
initial conditions where the failed valve is closed and the system
is at full power. The valve was opened in eighty milliseconds and
the response of the pressure was determined. Figure 14 shows the
gradual changes in pressure which occur upstream and downstream of
the valve for this transient. The associated loads on the piping
system were-small when compared to those generated during the valve
closing cycle.

As a result of the above sequence of events, we consider that the
vibration which occurred in the feedwater system of Nine Mile Unit 1 on
December 19, 1987 can be explained by the failure of the feedwater valve
plug, and that the cause of,failure of the plug is most likely flow
induced vibration which over a long period of time wore the contact
surface between the plug and the cage and, through increased amplitude
of vibration caused by this wear, caused the stem to fail in fatigue. We
also consider that the high pump vibration was due to the failure of the
impeller and was consequential to the root cause of failure. The pump
has a history of cavitation damage and the fracture surface of the
failed impeller indicates a crack was present for some time in the part
of the impeller that broke off. It is likely that the pressure
transients which were propagating through the feedwater piping may have
contributed to the failure of the impeller. The resulting mechanical
imbalance could explain the observed pump vibration.

The failure mode described above is also consistent with the transient
which occurred in January of 1978. The lower response experienced at
that time was probably due to the smaller stroke available to the failed
plug which had unscrewed from the stem and therefore had lost stroke
equivalent to the length of thread engagement. To obtain the
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appropriate flow necessary to operate at full power, the controller
would have opened both valves further than normal and most of the flow
would have been passed by the second valve. Since pressure puIses
generated by the opening and closing of a valve are dependent on the
amount of flow passing through the valve, the reduced flow would lead to
reduced pressure pulses in 1978 as compared to those experienced
recently. Also, the second valve would have experienced larger flow
induced forces in 1978,due to increased flow through that valve and this
may have contributed to the failure of the second valve during the
restart of the plant in 1978 following the first incident. The failure
during restart of the plant in 1978 would have been less severe because
the plant was operating at a much lower power level when that failure
occurred.
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R PO A SYST INTEGRITY

To ensure that the feedwater piping did not suffer unacceptable damage
as a result of the recent transient, calculations of piping response
were performed by Niagara Mohawk to estimate the stresses which may have
occurred during the transient and to evaluate those points in the piping
system which should be carefully inspected. A modal analysis was
performed for the piping and those modes which could represent the
observed motion were selected. Harmonic forces were imposed on the pipe
with the frequencies of the dominant modes of vibration and the
amplitude of these forces was selected to match the observed
displacements. Six different relative force combinations were
evaluated, one of which was consistent with the calculated loads
obtained from the hydraulic analyses discussed above. In all cases, the
highest stresses occurred in the reducers which were adjacent to the
feedwater flow control valves.

The harmonic forces which were applied to the calculational model of the .
piping system were applied at the natural frequency of'he piping system
and their magnitude was adjusted to obtain the observed pipe response as
estimated by observers and as limited by damage or lack of damage to
pipe supports. This magnitude turned out to be in the order of a few
thousand pounds, depending on the load case, and was considerably 1ower
than the loads calculated by the hydraulic analysis. For example, the
force calculated for the tee near the valves is shown in Figure ll and
reaches a magnitude of about 30000 pounds. The direct force applied to
the broken valve by the pressure difference between the upstream and
downstream locations, as shown in Figure 10, would peak at about 150000
pounds. However, these calculated hydraulic forces are of short
duration and will not excite the piping system as significantly as

a'armonicload at the natural frequency. Further, the harmonic loads
used by Niagara Mohawk in their piping analyses are considered
reasonable for the purpose of calculating the stresses in piping
components since those forces result in piping response which is
comparable to the observed displacement response.

The piping analyses done by Niagara Mohawk indicate that the reducers
adjacent to the feedwater control valves were probably the most highly
stressed components in .the feedwater piping system during the recent
vibration incident; The Niagara Mohawk calculations show that the
reducers may have experienced stresses large enough to accumulate a
small amount of fatigue usage during the incident, however; the
integrity of the system was not affected. To assess the amount of
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conservatism which exists for the piping analysis, which uses standard
code values for stress concentration factors for the reducers, realistic
stress concentration factors for internal'ressure and axial load were
obtained for the reducers using the finite element model shown in Figure
15., Figures 16 and 17 show the results of analyses corresponding to an ,v

internal pressure load on the reducer and an axial load on the reducer,
respectively. The stress concentration factor for each case was
obtained by dividing the largest stress obtained in the reducer by the
nominal stress in the small end of the pipe. 'Stress concentration I~

factors of 1.47 an'd 1.75 were obtained for the pressure case and the
axial load case respectively. These values indicate that the code
values used in the piping analysis have some margin and the stresses
obtained are probably conservative.

A final check on the.,integrity of the piping was made by comparing the
ASHE Code fatigue design curve against actual data obtained by fatigue
tests on piping components which were conducted by General Electric as
discussed in GEAP 10135. Figure 18 plots the results of this data on a
copy of the ASHE Code design curve. The data indicates the amount of
margin which. is incorporated into the design curve. The fatigue tests
of actual piping components also showed that the cracks initiated on the
outside of the pipe wall, that there was substantial margin between the
initiation of a crack. and the time when it reached throughwall, and that
in all cases the pipe leaked well before it broke.
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R ESIGN.OF VALV PLUG

To provide more margin and to prevent the occurrence of the failure of
the valve plug in the future, the attachment between the valve plug and
the stem was redesigned by strengthening the attachment point. The
diameter of the stem where it attaches to the plug was increased from
one inch to two inches and a conical section was added to reduce the
stress intensification at the attachment point. The resulting redesign
was analyzed for comparison to the original design.

Figure 19 shows the finite element model for the redesigned plug. The
stiffened part of the stem increases the first beam mode frequency
slightly as is shown in Figure 20. Figures 21 and 22 show the stresses ,

for the mode deflection for radial clearances of 6 mils and 20 mils
respectively. Comparison of these stresses to those obtained for the
original plug and stem show considerable improvement in the threaded
area where the stress concentration is high. However, the stresses at
the point where the stem passes through the packing and where the conic
section ends. will be larger for the redesigned plug. Oue to the lower
stress concentrators in these regions, the redesign is considerably
better than the original and should be acceptable for short term
operation. A better redesign, one which resolves the susceptibility of
the plug to flow induced vibration, should be investigated and possibly
implemented during the next refueling outage.
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NINE NILE POiNT UNIT 1
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HIHE l1ILE POINT CONTROL VALVE PLUS OTHRt1IC ANALYSIS
FEP2D FlHlTE ELEtKHT DISPLACEt1ENT PLOT 02-11 —1988

lTER
1

FREQ
25.223

. OlSPLACEtKHT
SCALE 76
T ITS HORnaL

FAILED PLUG

FIRST BEAN NODE OF

VIBRATION



AN18L STRE55
NINE 01LE POINT CONTROL URLUE PLUG DYMfN1C RH8LY515

FEP2D COHTDUR PLOT 02-11-1988

NRE
1

FREO
25.223

COHTOUR

o 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
x

VALUE
-1435. 900
-1291. 768
-1147. 636
—1003. 504
-859. 372
-715. 240
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-426. 976

. -282. 844
-138- 712
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Stresses in Psi

FAILED PLUG AXIAL STRESS

FOR VIBRATION IN FIRST BEAN

MODE FOR CAGE CLEARANCE OF

6 HILS (RADIAL)



AXlAL STRESS

NINE tflLE POlNT CONTROL VALVE PLUG OYHFNIC ANALVSlS
FEP20 CONTOUR PLOT 02-ll-l988

%RE
l

FREQ
25. 223

CONTOUR

o l
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

l0
x ll

VALUE
-4786. 600
-4297. 076
-3807. 552 "

-3318- 028
-2828.504
-2338. 980
-l849.456
-l359. 932

-870. 108
-380.884

la8.640

Stresses in Psi

FAILED PLUG AXIAL STRESS

FOR VIBRATION IN FIRST BEAN

NODE FOR CAGE CLEARANCE OF

20 OILS (RADIAL)
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INLET OUTLET

FORCES ON VALVE PLUG WHEN

VALVE IS CLOSED

BOTTOM OF LOWER PLUG HAS OUTLET PRESSURE

TOP OF LOWER PLUG HAS. INLET PRESSURE
BOTTOM OF UPPER PLUG HAS INLET PRESSURE

TOP Of UPPER PLUG HAS OUTLET PRESSURE

SINCE TOP PLUG HAS LARGER AREA, NET PRESSURE
LOAD IS UP. WEIGHT IS 00WN. FOR A PRESSURE
DIFFERENCE OF 300 psi, NET FORCE IS ABOUT-

800 POUNDS UPWARD

FIGURE 7
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INLET

FORCES ON VALVE PLUG WHEN

VALVE IS OPEN

1

WHEN VALVE IS OPEN, SIGNIFICANTLY LESS PRESSURE
DROP EXISTS ACROSS VALVE

HIGHER VELOCITIES SELOW PLUGS IN SEAT AREA TEiVD

TO FURTHER REDUCE STATIC PRESSURE IN THESE
REGIONS

THUS PRESSURE FORCE ON PLUG DIMINISHES AS VALVE
OPENS. PRESSURE FORCE CAN BECOME DOWNWARD

AS STATIC PRESSURE DROPS.

WEIGHT AND'STATIC PRESSURE WILL TEND TO CLOSE

VALVE AS IT OPENS

FlGURE 8
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VALVE CLOSURE TRANSIENT- CLOSE ONE VALVE IN 0.005 SEC
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VALVE CLOSURE TRANSIENT- CLOSE ONE VALVE IN 0.005 SEC
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1550 VALVE CLOSURE TRANSIENT- CLOSE ONE VALVE IN 0.080 SEC
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VALVE CLOSURE TRANSIENT- CLOSE ONE VALVE IN 0.080 SEC
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1550 VALVE OPENING TRANSIENT- OPEN ONE VALVE IN 0.080 SEC
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FEP2D FlHlTE ELB1ENT GRlo PLOT 6]-l5-$988

FINITE ELEMENT HODEL Of

REDUCERS NEAR FEEDWATER

CONTROL VALVES



NINE HILE POlNT REDUCER - 1HTERHAL PRESSURE ONLT CASE — 10" END F1XEO
C1RQNFEREHT1AL STRESS FEP20 CONTOUR PLOT 01-29-1988

1YER TlflE
O. 000

CONTOUR

o l
2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
x ll

-VALUE

3603
4278
4953
5628
6302
6977
7652
8327
9001
9676

10351

CIRCUHFERENTIAL STRESS FOR

INTERNAL PRESSURE OF 1300 PSI

. (IO" END FIXED)

Stresses in Psi



fN18L STRESS

NINE filLE POINT REDUCER - AXIAL LOAD ONL'f CASE

FEP20 CONTOUR PLOT 01-29-1988

1 TER
b

TlfiE
b. bob

CONTOUR

o 1

2
3

5
6
7
8
9

10
x ll

VALUE
96.333

4'76.065
855.797

1235.528
1615-260
199'.992
237l. 723
275I. 455
3131. 187
3513. 918
3893.650

AXIAL STRESS FOR AXIAL LOAD

OF 83.5 KIPS (I.E., INTERNAL

PRESSURE OF 1300 PSI) AT 10" END

Stresses in Psi
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f'KP20 FlHI7f ELEMENT GRlD PL07 02-1 1-1988

NINE MILE POINT UNIT I
REDESI GNED FEEDMATER CONTROL VALVE PLUG

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL



HIHE tllLE POlNT CONTROL VALVE PLUG OYHAtllC ANRLZS]5
FEP20 FlNlTE ELEtKNT DlSPLACEOENT PLOT 62- l l- l988

1TER
l FREQ

21. 063

01SPLACEnENT
SCALE 76
7 ltlES 'NORnRL

REDESIGNED PLUG

FIRST BEAH NODE OF VIBRATION



RXIflL 5TRE55
NINE lllLE POINT CONTROL URLUE PLUG DYNAMIC RNRLYSI5

FEP2D CONTOUR PLOT 02-11-1988

flDDE FREQ
2>. 063

CONTOUR

o

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
x ll

URLUE
-1642. 300
—1474. 224
-1306. 149
-1138. 073

-969. 998
-80l. 922
-633. 846
-465. 7»
'-297. 695
—129. 620

38. 456

Stresses in Psi

REDESIGNED PLUG AXIAL STRESS

FOR VIBRATION IN FIRST BEAN MODE

FOR CAGE CLEARANCE OF

6 HILS (RADIAL)



AXIAL STRESS

NINE BILE POINT CONTROL VALUE PLUG DTHRfllC ANRL'fSIS
FEP2D CONTOUR PLOT 02-11-1988

tlODE
1

FREO
27. 063

CONTOUR

o 1

2
3
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8
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VALUE
-5474.300
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-4372.040
-3820.910
-3269.780
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-2167. 520
-1616. 390
-1065.260

-514. 130
37. 000

Stresses in Psi

REDESIGNED PLUG AXIAL STRESS

FOR VIBRATION IN FIRST BEAM MODE

FOR CAGE CLEARANCE OF

20 MILS (RADIAL)


